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Womens lace collar jumper

Confirm country change Are you sure you want to navigate away from this page? If you walk away from this site, you will lose your shopping bag and its contents. Cancel The London-based brand began building its famous name in 1976. Warehouse took into account the urban lifestyle of a modern woman and then created a brand that makes fashion
accessible to all. Focused in design, their designs take inspiration from catwalks that successfully turn into affordable everyday clothes. SizeBust (inches)Waist (inches)Hips (inches) 63325.536 83426.537 1035.52838.5 1237.53040.5 144032.543 Measurements shown in the chart are the size of body measurements. These are average measurements for
guidance to determine what size is right for you. Have nao naci, actual measurements may differ slightly in style. More from Warehouse (604 results, with ads sellers looking to grow their business and reach more interested buyers can use Etsy's advertising platform to promote their items. You'll see ad results based on factors like relevance and the amount
sellers pay per click. learn more. ) Delivery &amp; ReturnsMore UK Delivery InformationMore click and collect infoSee more information We like to see you style your favorites from H&amp;M and H&amp;M HOME: Continue to share your personal style with @HM and #HMxME for the chance to appear on hm.com, in our marketing materials, and in our
stores. Image not available forColour: The London-based brand began building its now-famous name in 1976. Warehouse took into account the urban lifestyle of a modern woman and then created a brand that makes fashion accessible to all. Focused in design, their range takes inspiration from catwalks that successfully turn into affordable everyday clothes.
General size guide: UK SIZE BUST (cm) BUST (inches) WAIST (cm)WAIST (inches)HIPS (cm)HIPS (inches)680.531.562.524.587.534.588332.56525.59035.5108834.57027.59537.5129336.57529.510039.5149838.58031.510541.51610441863411143.51811043.5923611746 Size guide for S/M/L sizing: S/M/LUK
SIZES6/8/10M12/14L16/18S/M8/10/12M/L14/16/18 Denim size guide: SIZEUK SIZECM25663.526866281071301276321481341686361891.5 Belt Size Guide: SIZEUK SIZECMINCHESS6-1062.5 - 7024.5 - 27.5M12-1475 - 8029.5 - 31.5L16-1886 - 9234 - 36S/M6-1262.5 - 7524.5 - 29.5M/L14-1880 - 9231.5 - 36 The measurements shown on the size chart
are body measurements. These are average measurements for guidance to determine what size is right for you. Have nao naci, actual measurements may differ slightly in style. More from Warehouse
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